
 

 

          Selling to Procurement Strategy Workshop 

You are facing pressure from your client’s procurement function: Heavy demands for 

discount, seemingly unreasonable use of power, lack of access to key people, stress and uncertainly 

in your sales team.  Your margins are under severe pressure at key accounts and it is not clear how 

to respond.  Whilst many sales people understand the difficulties of dealing with procurement, few 

really understand the mindset, strategies and approach of this rapidly developing function. 

Our S2P programme is definitely for you. Unique in that it is delivered in conjunction with Four 

Pillars Consulting, experts in procurement and relationship management. Combined with 

thoroughly modern methods for ensuring practical application of the workshop’s central themes, 

you will get pragmatic action plans for your key accounts that result in a concrete change of 

behaviour in the sales team.  

The S2P workshop offers you an insight into the tools, methods, attitudes and behaviours applied by 

procurement in managing suppliers. Using concrete analyses during the workshop to identify the 

role of procurement, the categorization of you as a supplier / partner and a deep 

understanding of power, you will be able to respond much more effectively as an 

organization. And, as time goes by, your sales teams will proactively engage with procurement in the 

best way. Each participant in the 2 day workshop will leave with a clear strategy and action plan to 

implement. The S2P programme also uses virtual classrooms before and after to minimize 

time away from clients and maximize impact and transfer of skills into the working environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To find out more E: info@sellinginteractions.com  T: +44 (0) 121 277 4642 
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 Virtual Classroom session 
to select accounts to use 

2 Day intensive workshop  

Apply concepts to account                             

Month 1 Month 3 Month 2 

Virtual Classroom follow 
up on action plans / Q+A  

Benefits: Your sales team will gain the following benefits from the S2P programme 

 Understanding of the mind set of procurement to be able to anticipate and 

respond effectively 

 Confidence in face to face interactions through a more secure strategic footing 

 Better negotiations because of a better understanding of power and how to 

exploit it 

 Better margins because of unnecessary concessions   

Delivered in conjunction with our specialist 

procurement partner: 

mailto:info@linginteractions.com

